FOCUS: Two motifs were used as background in designing this logo

- The earth was formless and empty... and the Spirit of God was hovering over the waters. (Genesis)
- At the still point of the turning world...
  - Except for the point, the still point,
  - There would be no dance, and there is always the dance.
  
  (FOUR QUARTETS by T.S. Eliot)

DESIGN: 

- **Dove:** the Spirit of God who is and who creates a still point at the center of everything
- **Inner Ring:** ourselves, participating in the interiority (the stillness) and creativity (service) of the Spirit of God. (Ring intersects sky and sea)
- **Cross:** the Gospel which spans the earth
- **Outer Ring:** the world, glove
- **Water:** the earth not yet made whole by the Gospel, our society which still contains the primeval chaos of untruth, injustice, and unlove.

CONCEPT: Our presence as Missionary Sisters Servants of the Holy Spirit in this province or anywhere in the world is to be one of interiority and creativity. By our lifestyle, our love for other, our involvement with the things of the Lord, and our engagement in a variety of ministries, we become conversant with both the “still point” and the “turning world”. We offer this pattern of the Gospel which we ourselves live to the society of our times in such a way that by the power of the Holy Spirit working through us that society might be encouraged, healed, sanctified, and made whole.